
Innovation without stops.

Vision®

Can a seat really improve your ride? When it’s easy to install and maintain; 

when it looks as good as it performs; and when it offers the utmost in 

comfort and lasting durability. The answer is clear. The right seating makes 

all the difference. Stop by booth #3437 and see where innovation is heading 

or visit americanseating.com for more information.



Listening. Designing.

Investing in public   
 transportation.
American Seating continues to evolve with public transportation needs. 

The Individual Flip-Up seat, available in both Insight® and Vision®, solves 

a trending need in public transit – where to put your large carry-on 

items like carts and strollers. Now, passengers can keep their items close 

while keeping the aisles and ADA areas clear – without compromising 

seating capacity.

Check out the Individual Flip-Up seat on Insight and other innovative 

American Seating products at Booth #3437, or visit americanseating.com 

for more information.
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transportation needs. The Individual Flip-Up seat, 
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your large carry-on items like carts and strollers. 
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Going the extra mile

6468

Time-tested, classic design with  

a variety of options available

Metropolitan 

The lightweight design provides  

passenger comfort and style 

to create great interiors



Ride Secure. Rest Easy.  

Autoslide®

Securement system including 

retractors, track covers, and 

foot bar release

Tidy Track™

Keeps the tracks clear of dirt 

and debris as they slide into 

use/stored positions 




